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CHEMISTRY

SECOND PAPER

F\,tU Marks : 2AO

Time: 3 hrours

-2Yre

Tlrc figures in tte. margin indiute fult marks
for tte qtestions

- .,,.
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- Answer any eight questions

r f,. (a) State and explain pauli's exclusion
1 principle. Explain how the pauli,s

i determining the maxirnum number of
. electrons in s, p, d and -;f orbital3. 3+7=1O

(b) Write down the general form of the- - Schr6dinger wave equation and defrne
each of the terms used in it- Mention

. the properties of the acceptable solution
to the wave equation. . 3+2=5

(c) What is radial distribution? Draw this
function for the 2s and2,p orbitals of the
hydrogen atom and cbmment on the
penetra.tion power of the orbitals. 2+3=5

2. (a) Stating the periodic law, write briefly
about the modern classilication of
elements into 18 groups. 2+6=g
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What is electron affinity? How does it
varJr across a period and down a vertical
group? E-Plain why electron alfinity of
Cl is higber than tlat of F. 2+2+4:8

(c) Why do most of the Noble gases are

reluctant to form compounds? However,

whv does xenon form compounds with

'*

oqygen and fluorine? 2+2=4

3. (a)

4. (a)

T16/99

Discuss brieflY the Lewis concePt

of acidi and bases. Give suitable
examples. Why is BF3 a Levris acid but
NH3. is a Lewis base? 3+2+3:8

Write the structure of peroxy disulfuric
acid and what is tje oxidation state of
sulfur in it. Is it an oxidising or reducing
agent? Give two reactions of PeroxY
disulftrric acid. (1+2)+1+4:3

( Continued )

Calculate the pH of 1O.e M hydrochloric
acid. 4

Wtrat is the binding energr of a nr-lcleus

ald how can it be ca-lculated? Show a
plot of binding energr per nucleon as

a function of mass number, show-ing

at what mass nusrber t&le maxi:num
binding enersr of a nucleu" "tT;;.3+2:8

I
{b)

(c)
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Discuss nuclear fission and nuclear
fusion glving suita.ble examples. What
are the practical applications of nuclear
fission and nuclear fusion? 4+4:8

(c) Discuss briefly the applications of
isotopes in Chemistry. '4

Describe the principles and techniques
used in the extraction of aluminium
from its ores. Write all the reactions
used.:

Give an account of the structures,
bonding and uses of allotropes of
carbon. What is fullerene? (2+2+21+2:8

Give two examples of intermetallic
compounds along with their properties - 4

Write the structurei'of the oxides and
o>ryacids of phosphorus. How would
you slmthesize these? Give the
properties and uses of the o:qgacids of
phosphorus. 3+3+2:3

In group 11 of the periodic table, carbon
is an insulator, germalium is a
semi-conductor but tin is a metal.
Explain. B

Wtrat are metalloids? Give two examples
of it. ,4
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5. (a)

6. (a)

(c)
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7. (o-) In formulating his ideas about the

structure of coordination compounds,
Alfred Werner has PrePareci four
complexes of cobalt (Iii) chloride with
ammoniai Write the comPositions,
colours and early nalnes of these iour
cobalt complexes. Give the structureJ of

.?

the four ccmPlexes-

(b) What is meant by stability of a compiex

compound? Giving reasons, erPlain
which of tl:e following ligancs forms

more stable comPlexes :

Ammonia or etliYlenediamrnine- 4+4=8

(c) What are the structures possible fcr
compounds witJl coordination number
four? Give suiu.bie examPles. 2+2=4

Giving.suitable examples, expiarn what
ari enaltibmers and* diastereoisomers'

++1:B
,,

Discuss tl.e fotrlowing fypes of isornerism
in cd.rbon compounds with examples 

i*4=g

fil Functional isomerism

/aJ Metamerism

{ir:/ Tautomerism

liul Position isomerism

4+4:B

( Continueci )
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( (c) Write the structures of optical isomers
of taitaric acid,

- 9. (a) Give' one method ol preparation for each

'of alkane, alkend and alkyne' Explain
the acidic strengt$'s of'al.kane, alkene
and allgrne : $+)=$

- (b) What is aromaticity? State tlie rules
for pred'icti4g whetl:er ,8. particuiar
comPound is aromatic or rlorl:drornatic'

2+4:6

) with suitable exaroples. : 2+4=6

10. (a) Compare tLre basicity of pyrrole,
pyridine and ethylarnine. Is Pyfl'o1e art

aromatic compound? Give reasons' 5+3:8
'(b) How would you carr5r out the nitration

of berrzene? Write tl:e naechanism of
the reactjon. 4+4:B

(c) Write the mechanism of chlorination of
methdne in Presence of lighi 4

t

I

11. (a) Disiuis the process of manrrfactrrre
of ethanol from (i) molasses (a bY-

product of sugar indus!ry) and
(tr) starch. Give tl:e reactions. 4+4:8

....
(b) Give four points of simil. arity and four

points of differences between phenoi
arrd benzoic acid.

. Tl6lgg ( Turn Ouer )
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(c) What are antibiotics? Give one example
of it. 4.

L2- (a) Write the structures of (+)-glucose .?
showing the confrguration about each
chiral ceritre. How many stereoisomers
are possible? How does (+)-glucose react
\Mith (z) phenyl hydrazine, (a) Brz + HrO
al:d (m) HNO3? 3+2+3:g

(b) Describe a chemical method to identigr
carbonyl compounds. Discuss the
chemicaf reaction by which an aldehyde
can be distinguished from ketone. 2+6=8

(c) What is vitamin and how are they
classified with respect to their t
solubility? Give exarnples (at least two)
of each class and mention their
deficiency diseases. 4

.:) Penr-B
Answer ang frve qlestions

13. (a) If the number of possible. elements
were 1O3, what would be the largest
value of the principal quantum
number? Explain. 4

(b) What is oxidation number? State the- rules related to the calculation of
oxidation numbgr of element. 4

T.16199 ( Continued )
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& L4. (a) Why do transition metals form coloured
comPound?.ExPlain-

E . , @ A solution of CoCl2-6H2O is pele pink in
colour,'but CoCli ions have an intense
blue colour- WhY?

= 15. (a) 'Explain why the alkali metals are good '.
i reducing agents.

' (b). Water is a-liquid but hydrogen sulphide

- is a gas. ExPlain. 4

.a- i6. (a) How do graphite and diarnond differ in
1i:.,''" their structure and bonding? 4

l.- j

(b) . Write at least two points each in favour
of placing hydrogen in group 1 a-lrd

group 17 of the periodic table- ' ... 4

.?

A..?

I

L7. ta) Giving suitable example, describe the
Friedel-Crafts reaction 4-''-.

(b) How would you convert fil acetylene to
benzene and (al n-hexane to benzene? 4

18. (a) Give the reaction leading
s5mthesis of NYion-6,6. .. 4

.

{b) How would you slmthesize azo-dyes?

Give one examPie.
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19.. (a)

(b) .

20. (a)
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Expiain how carbocation and carbanion
intermediates are formed during a.

chemical reaction. Discuss the
structure. and stability of carbocation
intermediate

Discuss the method of preparation of
carbo>grlic acid from Grignard reagent.
What are diff6rent derivatives:that can
be prepared from carbo>qylic acid?

Write the electronic configuration of
the following showing the number of
unpaired electrons :

/r/ High spin Fe3*

/u/ Ni

A hydrogen atom is in the excited state
n = 4. If ttre gr-ound state energ/ of
hydrogen atoiTr is 13.6 eV, what would
be the energr of all the four states?

I

A
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(b)
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